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A larger kitchens the ability to add preparation
sinks, refrigerator drawers, and additional
cooking area is a way to make your kitchen
more functional and useful.

To increase the interaction, consider the layout
with open kitchen to the main gathering room,
so that people can walk in and out. Islands are
especially useful, as they provide more room for
cooking and entertaining, with a bar providing
extra room for guests to sit and chatting with
friends. A large kitchen might also provide a
walk-in pantry, room for a wine fridge, a
butler's pantry, and more.
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4 Factors to be
Considered
1

Family Size
Family size is main factor for kitchen
design and layout. Will everyone eat
together at the same time? Do you
want to be able to keep an eye on the
children as you cook?

2

Time Spend
Today’s kitchen is all about having
space to cook, eat, entertain, gather
as a family and relax. People is using
dinner areas as a work place.

3

Kitchen Layouts & Style
The most wide-spread kitchen layouts
represent the galley. Every layout can
be characterised by its advantage and
disadvantages. so it’s important to
choose a design that will work with your
lifestyle.

4

Kitchen Appliances
The kitchen's primary function is for
preparing and cooking meals. Choose
appliances that fit your layout and style.

LIFESTYLE

Your
Style
For many households, the kitchen truly
become the heart of the home and the
family and social gatherings. Select
the style that suits your tastes and
lifestyle best.

The kitchen ideas are customised,
which means you can select the
dimensions of the kitchen and plan the
kitchen layout with kitchen appliances
to maximise the space. Most likely
your kitchen will reflect your needs,
personality and lifestyle, therefore, the
kitchen setup is such a big investment
you should be more attentive when
your planning a new kitchen.

The kitchen layout and style, not just in
the way it looks, but in how it feels
when you use it.

At the end of the day your style will be
your decision and you need to love it
because you’ll be living with your
kitchen for at least 5-10 years.
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